
 

African Biodynamic Trainers Workshop 
Kufunda Village, Zimbabwe, October 18- 22, 2022

Soil Fertility  - The Biodynamic Training Approach 

Join us for the first ever African Biodynamic Trainers workshop to support the 
strengthening of biodynamic training in Africa and beyond. Together we will 
explore the essence of transformation enabled through biodynamic training, 
education, and capacity development. New and active trainers will deepen in to 
how the theme of soil fertility can be learned in a holistic approach that brings 
new questions and deep enthusiasm. We look forward to a workshop where the 
trainers themselves can enrich their vitality, to accompany people who develop 
the farm vitality. This means we will also include moments of meditation and 
nature awareness exercises and thereby gather new strength for ourselves and 
our movement. This event is set to be a first of series of workshops to develop 
biodynamic trainers network. 

Future and current teachers will gather for 5 days at Kufunda Village in 
Zimbabwe, to be in shared learning around how we can improve our capacity for 
Biodynamic Training.  

Included in the 5 days is a 1,5 day open BD workshop on Soil Fertility for farmers 
and interested people, where we as BD trainers can teach different aspects of 
building soil fertility. The workshop will be an opportunity to practice bringing 
different ways of working with soil from a Biodynamic approach. We aim at 
bringing holistic ways of learning, working with the whole human being. We will 
include  work with perception and training of our senses, as well as practical 
learning for increasing soil fertility.  

Fee: 175 USD. Partial scholarships are available. 

Please register here  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdXmXHGW-65T5JTAqNg_KrHjtOA2K0R1oi7pGzX90-RSBYRhA/viewform


We warmly invite all Biodynamic trainers & newcomers in BD training to 
present holistic training modules related to SOIL FERTILITY integrating 
head, heart, hand & sensory perception at  the African BD trainer 
workshop. 

Our goal is to co-create onsite demonstration of training approaches followed 
by professional exchange and collaboration, as together we create a 
Biodynamic training that speaks to our diverse regions.  

Application: Please submit your training suggestion at the Link by 15/08/22 

Trainer exchange: In the last 3 days of the workshop, we will be conducting trainer 
to trainer feedback and further learning to deepen our capacities and intentions as 
trainers in Africa. 

Join us if: 
• You would like to become a Biodynamic trainer 
• You are working in African Biodynamic training and would like to share your 

experience 
• You want to support the ongoing development of  Biodynamic training in Africa.  

For more information contact: admin@kufunda.org 
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